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1-

lntroduction

ln April 2007, the Northern Territory Board of lnquiry into the Protection of Aboriginal
Children from Sexual Abuse delivered its report entitled 'Ampe Akelyernemane Meke
Mekarle' (Little Children are Sacred). In response to recommendation 30 of the report,
the former Northern Territory Government reviewed court procedures for vulnerable
witnesses and released the 'Closing the Gap of lndigenous Disadvantage
A Generational Plan of Action' Report. ln June 2011, the former Department of
Justice produced the Review of Vulnerable Witness Legislation Report setting out the
findings and recommendations of the reviewl.
Recommendation 8 of the Review of Vulnerable Witness Legislation Report
recommended that amendment be made to the Sexual Offences (Evidence and
Procedure) Act in response to the High Court's decision in Crofts v The Queen (1996)
186 CLR 427, to provide clear guidance as to the directions, if any, that should be
given to the jury in relation to the timing of a sexual assault complaint.
The decision in Crofts v The Queen has received widespread criticism for being based
on a premise which reflects discredited assumptions of the nature of sexual assault
progressing
and the behaviour of sexual assault complainants. Prior
recommendation 8, a consultation paper was prepared and consultation undertaken to
determine the legal profession's view on the High Court decision and any potential
amendment.

to

The purpose of this report is to outline the consultation process and feedback received
and to make recommendations in relation to the progression of recommendation 8.

2.

Summary of the issue

The issue is whether section 4(5) of the Sexual Offences (Evidence and Procedure)
Acf should be amended so as to provide further guidance to judges as to the
directions, if any, that should be given to the jury in relation to the timing of a sexual
assault complaint.

3.

Background

3.1

Vulnerable witness legislation

Vulnerable witness legislation is intended to minimise any harm that could be caused
to a witness when giving evidence whilst balancing the interests of justice with the
witness being able to give quality evidence.

vulnerable witness protectíons are contained in the
Evidence Acf, the Jusfices Act, the Sexual Offences (Evidence and Procedure) Act

ln the Northern Territory,

and the Domestic and Family Violence Act.
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3.2

Role of the judge in jury trials

ln jury trials, a judge has an overriding duty to ensure a fair trial. Included in this duty
is the requirement to direct the jury as to the legal rules that it must apply to the
ev¡dence, including any legal limits on the use it may make of the evidence.
Accordingly, the judge is required to give appropriate cautions where there is potential
'danger' in the jury acting upon particular evidence. These cautions are referred to
interchangeably as directions or warnings. A direction is usually required in respect of
legal matters in which the court is said to have'special knowledge' not possessed by
the members of the jury. ln thís regard, jury directions may assist in counteracting any
misperceptions held by the jury regarding sexual assault.

3.3

Sexual Offences (Evidence and Procedure) Act - Kilby v the Queen

Section a(s)(a) of the Sexual Offences (Evidence and Procedure) Acf provides that a
Judge in a sexual offence trial shall noú suggest to the jury that it is unsafe to convict
on the uncorroborated evidence of a complainant because the law regards sexual
assault complainants as an unreliable class of witness. ln addition, section a(s)(b)
provides that, if evidence is elicited that suggests there was a delay in the making of a
complaint about the alleged sexual offence, the Judge shall warn the jury that delay in
complaining does not necessarily indicate the allegation is false (section 4(5XbXiv)).
The Judge must also inform the jury that there may be good reasons why a victim may
hesitate in making a complaint (section ¿(sXbXv)). However, section 4(6) allows the
Judge to retain discretion to make comment to the jury in relation to any matters,
including those in section 4(5), if it is appropriate in the interests of justice.

The Sexual Offences (Evidence and Procedure) Acú commenced on 1 January 1984,
with the provisions of sections 4(5) and (6) drafted in response to the High Court
decision in Kilby v The Queen (1973) 129 CLR 460. Similar legislation has been
enacted in all jurisdictions across Australia.
ln Kilby v The Queen, the High Court confirmed that, as a general rule, a jury should
be given a direction that a delay or absence of complaint could be taken into
consideration when assessing the credibility of a complainant. However, the Court
was very clear to stress that a delay or absence of complaint is not evidence of
consent.

3.4

Crofts v The Queen

ln Crofts v The Queen (1996) 186 CLR 427,the High Court considered the Victorian
equivalent of section a(sXbXiv) and (v) of the Sexual Offences (Evidence and
Procedure) Act. The Court held that a trial judge must warn a jury that substantial
delay in complaínt can be used to impugn the credibility of the complainant (known as
the Crofts direction). Their Honours noted that the requirement to give a statutory
direction and not a Kilby direction was unbalanced. As a result, when there is
'substantial delay' in making a complaint, the High Court held that a Kilby direction
must be given in addition to the statutory warning. However, the court stated that jury
direction need not be given where 'the peculiar facts of the case and the conduct of
the trial do not suggest the need for a direction to restore the balance of fairness'
(such as where explanation for the delay has been provided). ln addition,
their Honours indicated that the direction should not be expressed in terms that
suggest a stereotyped view that sexual assault complainants, as a class, are
4
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unrel¡able. The High Court noted that legislative provisions were designed to
'restore the balance' and rid the law of stereotypical notions about the unreliability of
sexual assault complainants, however, they were not to immunise the complainants
from critical comment where necessary in order to secure afair trial for the accused.

The decision in Crofts v The Queen has been widely criticised for a number of
reasons:
(a)

it produced uncertainty about when a judge is to direct a jury;

(b)

it requires judges to give competing and apparently contradictory statutory and
common law directions; and

(c) it reinforces misconceptions regarding the nature of sexual assault and the
behaviour of sexual assault complainants, which undermines the original purpose
of the legislative provisions.

3.5

Australian Iegislative responses to Grofts v The Queen

ln response to the High Court's decision, a number of other Australian jurisdictions
have enacted or amended relevant legislation:

Queensland enacted section 4A of hhe Criminal Law (Sexual Offences) Act 1978
which prohibits a Judge from giving a Crofts direction. This legislation has,
however, been criticised as it removes judicíal discretion to make any comment
about the delay of a complaint, even if delay is raised during the trial;

Victoria amended section 61 of the Crimes Acf 1958 to provide that a judge must
not warn the jury that the credibility of the complainant is affected by delay
unless, on the application of the accused, the judge is satisfied there is sufficient
evidence tending to suggest that the credibility of the complainant is so affected
as to justifythe giving of such a direction (section 61(lXbxii)). There has been
criticism that this provision could be interpreted as simply enacting the Crofts
direction. However, the Victorian Law Reform Commission has noted that the
provision simply acknowledges that there may be cases where the credibility of
the complainant is affected by delay. The view is that rather than justifying a
mandatory direction, the provision describes the circumstances in which a
direction may be given and its content;
section 34M(1) of the Evidence Act 1929 (SA)was enacted to abolish the Crofts
direction and provides that no suggestion or statement may be made to the jury
that a delay in making a complaint is of probative value in relation to the
complainant's cred ibility;

section 294 of the Criminal Procedure Act f986 (NSW) provides for a jury
direction if evidence of delay is raised during trial. Section 294(2) requires the
trial judge to warn the jury that absence of complaint or delay does not
necessarily indicate the allegation is false, and there may be good reasons why a
victim may delay making a complaint. ln addition, section 29aQ)@) provides that
the judge must not warn the jury that delay is relevant to the complainant's
credibility unless there is 'sufficient evidence' to justify such a warning. lt has
5
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been noted that the 'sufficient evidence' requirement may serve to prevent judges
from indiscriminately giving the Crofts direction to'appeal-proof' a matter; and

.

although the Tasmania Law Reform lnstitute recommended that the Criminal
Code Act 1924 (Tas) be amended to prohibit judges from giving the Crofts
direction2, this has not been implemented.

It is clear from the above that the legislative responses to Crofts v The Queen are not
uniform and no clear consensus about the best option for reform has emerged.

3.6

Australian Law Reform Gommission recommendation

- a National Legal Response'3, the Australian
Law Reform Commission highlighted that, in a criminal trial, the role of the jury is to
determine facts, central to which is an assessment of the credibility of witnesses.
Upon assessing the credibility of each witness, the jury will make a decision to accept
or reject the witness's evidence. Credibility is, therefore, particularly important in
sexual assault matters as the case ordinarily relies upon the complainant's word
against that of the defendant. As the credibility of the complainant is a matter for the
jury and not the Judge, the Australian Law Reform Commission noted that the issue of
any delay in complaint, or absence of complaint, on the credibility of the complainant
should be a matter for argument by counsel and for determination by the jury.
Consequently, the Australian Law Reform Commission recommended that all
Australian jurisdictions amend their relevant legislation to provide that:
ln its report entitled 'Family Violence

(a) the effect of any delay in complaint, or absence of complaint, on the credibility of
the complainant should be

a

matter

for argument by counsel and for

determinatíon by the jury;

(b) subject to paragraph (c), except for identifying the issue for the jury and the
competing contentions of counsel, the judge must not give a direction regarding
the effect of delay in complaint, or absence of complaint, on the credibility of the
complainant, unless satisfied it is necessary to do so to ensure afair trial; and

(c) if evidence is given, a question is asked or comment is made that tends to
suggest that the victim either delayed making, or failed to make, a complaint in
respect of the offence, the judge must tell the jury that there may be good
reasons why a víctim of a sexual offence may delay or fail to make a complaint.
The advantages of this approach were noted to include

it better acknowledges the adversarial nature of the críminal trial process and is
more consistent with the roles of judge and jury;
it is consistent with the simplification of the law; and

it overcomes the problem of juries having to understand and apply

directions
about delay which appear contradictory and which may suggest to the jury that
the evidence of the complainant has no probative value.
2

Tasmania Law Reform Institute; l[/arnings in Sexual Offences Cases Relating to Delay in Complaint,Final
Report 8; (2006); 33
3
Australian Law Reform Commission; Family Violence - a National Legal Response; (2010); 16l-162
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4.

Consultation

ln response to recommendation 8 of the Review of Vulnerable Witness Legislation
Report and due to the criticism and technical nature of Crofts v The Queen,
a consultation paper was prepared in early 2013 by the Department of the
Attorney-General and Justice (refer Attachment A). The consultation paper proposed
that the Northern Territory implement the 2010 Australian Law Reform Commission
Report recommendations.
The consultation paper was provided to the following identified stakeholders:
I

Chief Justice, the Honourable Trevor Riley;

¡

former Chief Magistrate, Mrs Hilary Hannam;

¡

Children's Commissioner, Dr Howard Bath;

¡

Director of Public Prosecutions;

I

Witness Assistance Service;

I

Northern Territory Police, Fire and Emergency Service;

I

Northern Territory Legal Aid Commission;

I

Daruvin Community Legal Service;

I

Northern Territory Bar Association;

I

Law Society Northern Territory;

I

Criminal Lawyers Association of the Northern Territory;

¡

Central Australian Aboriginal Legal Aid Service;

I

Top End Women's Legal Service;

I

North Australian Aborigínal Justice Agency;

I

Northern Territory Women's Lawyers Association;

¡

Katherine Women's Information and Legal Services;

I

North Australian Aboriginal Family Violence Legal Service;

I

Central Australian Women's Legal Service;

I

Department of Correctional Services;

¡

Domestic Violence Legal Services (Alice Springs and Darwin); and

I

SexualAssault Network Danruin (C/- Ruby Gaea Danruin Centre Against Rape)

The paper was also released on the Department of the Attorney-General and Justice's
website for a period of three months. Letters were sent to stakeholders in January
2013. Submissions were received from nine organisations, stakeholders and
government departmentsa. A number of stakeholders that the Department contacted
did not provide submissions but noted informally that they supported the proposals.

4

Chief Justice, Children's Commissioner, the Director of Public Prosecutions, Northern Territory Legal Aid
Commission, Criminal Lawyers Association of the Northern Territory, Top End Women's Legal Service, North
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Set out below is a summary of the responses received in relation to the consultation

5.

Support

for the proposed amendment to

implement the

Australian Law Reform Commission recommendations

5.1

Reasons for delay

A number of organisations with intimate

knowledge of the psychology of victims
outlined their support for the proposed amendments on the basis that, in order to
dispel stereotypical notions, jurors needed to be advised that there may be very good
reasons for a delay in making a complaint6. ln this regard, it was noted that delay in
reporting sexual abuse is well within the spectrum of expected responses of a victim
and there may be many reasons for a delay in reporting sexual offences:
a power imbalance in the relationship between the perpetrator and victim leading
the victim to fear for their safety and reprisal from the perpetrator and the
community;

cultural dynamics or oblígations;
the maturity of the victim;
feeling ashamed regarding the offence;
historical distrust for authoritíes (partícularly relevant in Aboriginal communities);
lack of support;
a fear that they may not be believed;

as a result of the 'double bind' effectT;
unable to cope with the stress of reliving incidents and recounting events;

may not be confident they were assaulted due to myths/commonly held beliefs in
the community; and

do not see any point in reporting the incidenUs due to a perception regarding low
sentencing rates.

Australian Aboriginal Justice Agency, Central Australian Women's Legal Service, Sexual Assault Network

Darwin
5

Northern Territory Police, Fire and Emergency Service; Department of Correctional Services
Children's Commissioner, Central Australian Women's Legal Service, Top End Women's Legal Service, Sexual
Assault Network Darwin, Director of Public Prosecutions
7
The 'double bind' effect is based on the theory ofbetrayal trauma and occurs where a child is assaulted by an
immediate/extended family member, or trusted authority figure (i.e. teacher, minister, coach). Their experience of
being abused conflicts with their instinctive understanding that it is the role ofthese people to protect and nurture
them. The effect also occurs where the assault conflicts with their family's values (i.e. if their family is extremely
religious). As a result the child is placed in an impossible psychological bind so they have a psychological interest
in refusing to recollect events.
u
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Section a(s)(a) of the Sexual Offences (Evidence and Procedure) Act already provides
that a judge shall not make comment on the unrefiability of the complainant's evidence
simply because they are of a part¡cular class of witness (i.e. sexual assault
complainant) and section 4(5Xb) requires the Judge to advise the jury that delay does
not necessarily indicate the allegation is false and that there may be good reasons
why a victim may hesitate in making a complaint, if delay is raised during the trial.
Both of these provisions already protect the complainant from stereotypical
assumptions and ensure that the jury is aware there may be good reasons for delay.

5.2

Jury confusion created by Grofts direction

The Office of the Director of Publíc Prosecutions and the Central Australian Women's
Legal Service raised concern with the potential of the Crofts direction to confuse the
jury who may feel that they are receiving conflicting directions. lt was submitted that,
in accordance with the Crofts direction, the jury will be warned that there may be very
good reasons for a delay, but then this direction is potentially offset by the requirement
to further warn jurors that delay can be relevant to the credibility of the complainant.
Accordingly, the operation of common law and statute was noted to be contradictory
and confusing.

6.

Opposition

to the Australian Law

Reform Commission

recommendations

6.1

lmpact on judicial discretion

A

number of stakeholderss highlighted the importance of judicial discretion to an
accused's right to a fair trial and, in this regard, noted that the operation of section 4(6)
of the Sexual Offences (Evidence and Procedure) Act currently provides a
'safety clause' to ensure that judicial discretion is retained.
It was stressed that the fundamental role of a trialjudge is to ensure that the defendant

gets a fair trial and a trial judge should retain discretion to provide a direction to the
jury regarding delayed complaint, if they consider it necessary, in the interests of
justice. On this basis, stakeholders submitted that the Crofts direction should be
preserved as it provided for a 'balancing' direction if the circumstances of a case
required. The Chief Justice, however, noted that the reality, in the Northern Territory,
is that the situation rarely arises where a 'Crofts direction' is required.
It was submitted that as the Australian Law Reform Commission proposal sought to
relieve the trial judge of his duty and leave determination of how to deal with delay
entirely with the jury, the conduct of the trial would be taken away from the judge and
there would be a danger that the jury would embark on an unguided, improper
reasoning process, which could be subject to bias, prejudice or confusions. Further,
in such a situation, the principle of open justice would be compromised as the
defendant would not know the basis that the jury had approached any evidence of a
delay1o. Stakeholders submitted that the trial judge was in the best position to
8

Chief Justice, Northern Territory Legal Aid Commission, Criminal Lawyers Association of the Northern
Territory, North Australian Aboriginal Justice Agency
e
Criminal Lawyers Association of the Northern Territory, Top End Women's Legal Service, Central Australian
Women's Legal Service, North Australian Aboriginal Justice Agency
l0
Criminal Lawyers Association of the Northern Territory
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determine what justice required in order to balance the rights and interests of all
partiesll.

ln addition to stakeholders emphasising the importance of judicial discretion in
preserving the defendant's rights, a number of parties who represented victims' rights
also noted that removing judicial discretion, to apply a 'blanket' direction, was

inappropriate and delay should not be treated the same in every case12.
Particular attention was drawn to cases where 'evidence is given, a question is asked,
or a comment is made that tends to suggest that the victim either delayed making, or
failed to make a complaint' (as per recommendation (c) of the proposed reform), which
it was noted may draw the jury's attention to delay and create an issue where it may
not have been relevant or even considered by the jury until raísed by the judge''.
Accordingly, it was submitted the purpose of the legislation would be negated as this
could potentially raise stereotypical attitudes regarding the reliability of complainants,
in the mind of the jury.

6.2

Current legislative provisions sufficient

A number of stakeholders submitted that the current legislative protections provided
under section 4(5) of the Sexual Offences (Evidence and Procedure) Act were
sufficient in ensuring that stereotypical views regarding the unreliability of
complainants in sexual assaults were no longer put to the jury1a.

The Chief Justice also commented that the decision of the Court in Crofts v
The Queen was made approximately 17 years ago and he was unaware of any
problems that had arisen as a consequence of the decision. ln addition, His Honour
suggested that the provisions of section a(6) of the Sexual Offences (Evidence and
Procedure) Act may be the reason there have been no issues as they allow a Judge to
retain the ability to adjust their observations to the circumstances of each case and
make any comment that is appropriate. Given the Crofts decision has co-existed with
the legislation for such a lengthy time without issue, it was noted that there seemed to
be little need to address the issuels. This position was supported by other
stakeholderslo who noted that there was no empirical evidence that the decision had
produced any injustice, with no cases in the Northern Territory where the giving or not
of the Crofts direction had led to an acquittal or the overturning of conviction on
appeal. Accordingly, it was submitted that reform was unnecessary.

6.3

lncrease in appeals

The Northern Territory Legal Aid Commission, with whom the North

Australian
Aboriginal Justice Agency agreed, submitted that the proposed reform would lead to
an increase in successful appeals (by defendants) as trial judges will sanction not
giving a direction, a decision which will then be overturned on appeal. As a result, the
Il Chief Justice, Northern Territory Legal Aid
Commission, Criminal Lawyers Association of the Northern
Territory, North Australian Aboriginal Justice Agency; the Children's Commissioner, Top End Women's Legal
Servic

'' Chil
''la Top

al Service, Central Australian Women's Legal Service
an Women's Legal Service
Northem Territory Legal Aid Commission, Chief Justice, Criminal Lawyers Association of the Northern

Territory
15
Criminal Lawyers Association of the Northern Territory, Northern Territory Legal Aid Commission
16
Northern Territory Legal Aid Commission, Criminal Lawyers Association of the Nonhern Territory
10
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Court of Criminal Appeal will overturn any verdict where a direction was not given in
accordance wíth the proposed reform. The number of appeals will in turn increase the
costs of the administration of justice.
The Chief Justice and the Northern Territory Legal Aid Commissíon noted the need for
a Crofts direction has rarely arisen in the Northern Territory, and, notwithstanding the
Crofts decision being made 17 years ago, there have been no appeals in the
Northern Territory where the giving or not giving of the Crofts direction has led to an
acquittal or the overturning of a conviction. As a result, there is no evidence that
Judges in the Northern Territory have been giving Crofts directions in every sexual
assault trial in order to render them 'appeal-proof'.

6.4

Defendant's rights already compromised

The Northern Territory Legal Aid Commission, with whom the North Australian
Aboriginal Justice Agency agreed, submitted that the proposed amendments should
not be made as the defendant was already significantly disadvantaged by the
operation of section 268 of the Evidence Act and section 66 of the Evidence
(National Uniform Legislation) Act. lt was noted that, prior to the introduction of
section 268 of the Evidence Act, preliminary complaint evidence was only admissible
in relation to the credibility of the complainant, however, due to the enactment of
section 26E complaint evidence of children is now admissible as evidence of the facts
in issue. Further, it was submitted that the defendant was also disadvantaged by the
provisions of the Evidence (National Uniform Legislation) Acf which provide for the
admission of hearsay complaint evidence as evidence of facts in issue17.
Section 26E of the Evidence Act allows for the admission of a statement made by a
child to another person, in a sexual or serious violence offence, if the court considers
the evidence of sufficient probative value. This procedure ordinarily applies to a child's
recorded police interview and if the recording is admitted into evidence, it becomes
evidence of facts in issue. Section 26E(3) provides that a defendant cannot be
convicted solely on the basis of evidence admitted under the section, and therefore,
provides some protection to the defendant.
Section 66 of the Evidence (National Uniform Legislation) Acf provides an exception to
the hearsay rule and allows a person to give evidence of the victim telling them about
the offence, if it was 'fresh' in the memory of the victim at the time the complaint was
made ('fresh complaint'). Unlike section 268 of the Evidence Act, section 66 of the
Evidence (National Uniform Legislation) Act provides that evidence of a fresh
complaint is not admissible as proof of the facts asserted, but rather goes to the
credibility of the complainant.

The purpose of this report and the consultation paper is to address concerns with the
Crofts direction and proposed legislative amendment regarding jury directions in
relation to a delay in making a complaint. lt is not within the scope of the report to
address concerns with other legislative provisions and their alleged impact on the
rights of defendants.

l7

Northern Territory Legal Aid Commission, Criminal Lawyers Association of the Northern Territory, North
Australian Aboriginal Justice Agency
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7.

Additional issues

7.'a Office of the Director of Public Prosecutions
The Office of the Director of Public Prosecutions indicated its support for the proposed
amendments in order to limit the judicial interference to redressing misconceptions,
once raised, however, the Office of the Director of Public Prosecutions also proposed
further amendment to the relevant legislation, beyond that which addressed the
High Court decision in Crofts v The Queen.
It was submitted that further amendment be made to allow for the admissibility of any
preliminary complaint regardless of how long after the offence it was made. ln their
proposal, the Office of the Director of Public Prosecutions suggested that the jury is
entitled to hear how a matter came to the attention of police. They noted that,
currently, unless the complaint
admissible under section 66
the
Evidence (National Uniform Legislatíon) Act or section 26E of the Evidence Act, Ihe
only way this information is elicited is if the defence raise it during cross-examination.
As a result, it was submitted that, inevitably, the jury will wonder why the complainant
did not disclose the offending sooner. Accordingly, if the issue is not raised by
defence, the Crown cannot address the matter. In their submission, the Office of the
Director of Public Prosecutions stressed that even if the matter is raised by the
defence the Crown is left in a position whereby they have to take 'defensive' action
during the trial to account for the delay, which may be perceived negatively by the jury.

is

of

ln support of their argument, the Office of the Director of Public Prosecutions
submitted that amendment should be allowed to provide for the admissibility of any
preliminary complaint, regardless of how long after the offence it was made
(similar to the provisions of section 4A of the Criminal Law (Sexual Offences) Act 1978
(Old) which provides that evidence of a preliminary complaint can be given at trial
regardless of when the preliminary complaint was made).
A brief summary of section 66 of the Evidence (National Uniform Legislatíon) Acf is
provided in part 6.4 above. The majority of Australian jurisdictions have similar
provisions to section 66 which are most often used when a child tells a parent or
another child about an assault. Under section 66, the parent or child who received the
complaint can give evidence of what the child said. The admissibility of the complaint
is subject to the alleged occurrence being 'fresh' in the memory of the complainant
when the representation is made to the witness. ln Graham v R [1998] HCA 61, the

High Court held that the word 'fresh' means 'recent' or 'immediate' and that a
representation made to a witness six years after the alleged occurrence was not'fresh'
and was therefore inadmissible. The High Court also discussed the reasons for the
strict construction of the provision and noted that the requirement for the complaint to
be contemporaneous with the alleged event was adopted for a number of different
reasons:
1

to permit evidence of out of court statements based upon some assessment of
the 'vívidness or quality' of the recollection would be to distract attention from the
quality of evidence that the witness had given in court;

2.

experience demonstrates that memory does alter over time; and
12
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3

the hearsay exception should be limited to those cases where the tender of the
earlíer statement is likely to be useful (i.e. to permit the tender of a statement
made at the time of, or very soon after, the events in question may give the best
available account of what the witness knows and would therefore be useful).

Section 268 of the Evidence Act, similarly, allows for the admission of a statement
made by a child to another person, if the court considers the evidence of sufficient
probative value. Unlike section 66 of the Evidence (National Uniform Legislation) Act,
section 26E allows for this evidence to be admitted as direct evidence of facts in issue.
However, section 26E only applies to evidence of children and ordinarily applies to a
child's recorded police interview. Although section 26E allows for this evidence to be
admitted as direct evidence, the defendant is protected by section 26E(3) which
provides that an accused cannot be convicted solely on the basis of evidence admitted
under the section.
The purpose of this report and the consultation paper is to address concerns with the
Crofts direction and proposed legislative amendment regarding jury directions in
relation to a delay in making a complaint. lt is not within the scope of the report to
address suggested legislative amendment regarding the admissibility of preliminary
complaint evidence. Further, given the potential implications for defendants, extensive
consultation with stakeholders, including defence, would be required prior to
proceeding with any amendment.

7.2

Application for leave to raise delay

ln order to afford greater protection for complainants, the Top End Women's
Legal Service suggested that, in addition to the proposed amendments, a provision be
introduced requiring parties to seek leave if they wish to raise delay as an issue at trial
and that leave not be granted unless the court is satisfied that the delay has
'substantial relevance to the facts in issue' (as required under section 4(1) of the
Sexual Offences (Evidence and Procedure) Act). Similarly, the Central Australian
Women's Legal Service suggested that defence counsel be required to express their
intention to raise delay as an issue pre-trial. Parties would be required to prepare
submissions addressing the issue and the Judge would then make a decision whether
to grant the defence leave to raise delay. ln addition, if the defence was granted leave
and delay was left solely to the jury, it was submitted that the prosecution would need
to be provided with an opportunity to address the jury on the barriers to reporting and
the fact that good reasons for delay may exist.
The provisions of section 4(1) are designed to protect complainants from having their
prior sexual history and chastity used for no other reason than to attack their
credibility. Leave of the court is therefore required if the defence wish to question the
complainant on these issues. Questioning is only permitted if the judge determines, in
the absence of the jury, that such questioning has substantiaf relevance to the facts in
issue. ln this regard, evidence of a sexual act or event that is substantially
contemporaneous with the offence or that is part of a sequence of acts or events that
explain the circumstances of the alleged offence would be regarded as having
substantial relevance. On this basis, the trial judge will hear argument from the
defence and prosecution, prior to cross-examinatíon. Based on experience, precedent
and the particular circumstances of the case, the judge will then determine whether or
not to grant leave for this line of questioning. lf, at any stage, defence questioning
l3
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goes beyond that for which leave has been granted then objection can be made
The jury can then be directed accordingly.

The provisions in section a(5) of the Sexual Offences (Evidence and Procedure) Act
do not require leave of the court to question the complainant about a delay in making a
complaint, however, they do require the judge to warn the jury that delay does not
necessarily indicate that the allegation is false and that there may be good reasons for
delay (section 4(5Xb)). The current procedure is, if a question is put to the
complainant that is considered inappropriate, the prosecution can object to the
question. The jury is then removed from the courtroom and both parties are given the
opportunity to present a case, in voire dire, to the judge as to why or why not such
questioning should be put to the complainant. lt is then up to the judge to determine
the course of action. When the jury returns, directions are given accordingly.

7.3

Admission of evidence regarding the complainant's reputation

The Top End Women's Legal Service also proposed additional reform

to
(Evidence
section a(1)(a) of the Sexual Offences
and Procedure) Acf so that evidence
about a complainant's general reputation as to chastity be completely inadmissible and
that leave of the court cannot be sought.
Section a(1Xa) allows for evidence of a complainant's sexual reputation to be admitted
into evidence with the leave of the court, if it has substantial relevance. The Top End
Women's Legal Service noted that all other Australian jurisdictions prohibit the
admission of evidence relating to a complainant's sexual reputation and that the
admission of thís evidence could only serve to enforce wrongful stereotypes regarding
the credibility of sexual assault complainants.

Each of the other Australian jurisdictions, excluding the Commonwealth, allows for
evidence of a complainant's 'sexual experience' or 'sexual activities' to be admitted
with the leave of the court, however, each provides that evidence of the complainant's
general sexual reputation is inadmissible. Sectíons 1sYB and 15YC of the Crimes Acf
1914 (Cth) allow evidence of a child witness's sexual reputation and experience to be
admitted if the court determines that it is substantially relevant.
The purpose of this report and the consultation paper is to address concerns with the
Crofts direction and proposed legislative amendment regarding jury directions in
relation to a delay in making a complaint. Accordingly, it is not within the scope of the
report to make recommendations regarding the admissibility of evidence relating to the
complainant's sexual reputation. Further, given the potential implications for
defendants, extensive consultation with stakeholders, including defence, would be
required prior to proceeding with any amendment.
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8.

Conclusion and Recommendations

For almost ten years numero_us law reform bodies, throughout Australia, have
considered the Crofts directionls. Notwithstanding the detailed analysis, debate and
discussion, no clear consensus has emerged.
What is clear, from the various reports and stakeholder submissions, is that the
credibility of sexual assault complainants should not be determined by stereotypical
assumptions, íncluding those based on the timing of complaints.
The simple, yet bold solution to abolishing the Crofts direction would be to completely
remove all judicial discretion. However, it is apparent from a consideration of the
issues and the submissions of stakeholders, that any legislative change should not
remove judicial discretion. The implementation of a 'blanket warning' and the removal
of judicial discretion does not take into account the particular circumstances of each
case. Judicial discretion allows a judge to make comment in each case where
appropriate and ensure that each matter is not subject to the same directions.
ln exercising a discretion, a judge applies his or her expertise and knowledge to
determine the correct course in
particular case. This position has been
acknowledged by the Victorian Law Reform Commission which noted that there may
be cases where the credibility of the complainant is affected by delayle.

a

Section a(5) of the Sexual Offences (Evidence and Procedure) Acf was enacted to
prevent the stereotypical assumption that a delay in complaint meant that the
allegation was false. The section ensures that a judge shall not make comment on the
unreliability of the complainant's evidence simply because they are of a particular
class of witness (i.e. sexual assault complainant) and, if delay is raised during the trial,
the judge is required to advise the jury that delay does not necessarily indicate the
allegation is false and there may be good reasons why a victim may hesitate in making
a complaint. However, section 4(6) also recognises that the circumstances of the
delay may be relevant to the complainant's credibility.

lf the recommendation of the 2O1O Australian Law Reform Commission Report
(as listed above at part 3.5) was adopted, it is anticipated that minor amendment to
sections 4(5) and a(6) of the Sexua I Offences (Evidence and Procedure) Acf would be
required.
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Table 1 provides a breakdown of the Australian Law Reform Commission Report
recommendations, the current provisions under the Sexual Offences (Evidence and
Procedure) Act and any amendment that would be required to implement the
recommendations.
Table 1: Amendment required to implement Australian Law Reform Gommission Report
Recommendations
Current Legislation
Recommendations
Sexual Offences
Amendment
(Evidence and
Procedurd Act
Part (a)
Nit
New provision noting that consideration of
delay should be a matter for argument by
counsel and determination by the jury.
Part (b)

Sections a(5) and a(6)

Specifically state that the default position is

for a trial Judge not to give any

direction

regarding delay.

Amend the test in section 4(6)to provide that

the Judge can, however, make

comment

regarding delay if it is necessary to do so to

ensure

a fair trial, rather than if it

is

appropriate 'in the interests of justice'.
Part (c)

Section 4(5Xb)

Nil

Based on the above, the only practical effect of amendments would be the clear
statement that, first and foremost, delay is a question of fact for determination by the
jury. However, as the current legislation does not require a Judge to give a direction
and only prompts comment if delay is raised, the introduction of a statement in
accordance with part (a) of the Australian Law Reform Commission Report
recommendation would seem to have little operational impact.
During consultation, a number of stakeholders2o, including the Chief Justice, noted that
despite the Crofts decision being handed down 17 years ago, ¡t has had little impact
on the conduct, outcome and directions given in sexual assault trials in the
Northern Territory. Further, for this reason amongst others, a number of stakeholders
favoured retaining the present legislative p lsition2l.

Although giving contradictory directions (one advising that there may be good reason
for delay and another noting that, in the particular circumstances, there may not be)
can lead to confusion for jurors, there is no evidence that this has been occurring in
the Northern Territory. Although the trialjudge retains discretion under section 4(6) to
give any additional direction if it is appropriate in the interests of justice, it does not
appear that trial judges have been supplementing a direction under section 4(5Xb)
with a Crofts dírection.
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The Department of the Attorney-General and Justice accepts the comments by the
Australian Law Reform Commissíon Report that credibility and, therefore the ímpact of
delay on the same, is ultimately a matter for the jury. Although the adoption of the
Australian Law Reform Commission Report recommendation would provide for a clear
legislative statement of the need to leave the issue of credibility to the jury and limit
judicial direction, given comments by stakeholders regarding the operation of the
legislation and directions in sexual assault trials, it would seem that current statutory
provisions are sufficient to avoid the court giving a mandated direction in accordance
with Crofts v The Queen.

It would therefore appear unnecessary for legislative amendment at this stage to
formally 'abolish' the Crofts direction and to implement the Australian Law Reform
Comm ission recommendations.

The Department of the Attorney-General and Justice will, however, continue to monitor
the operation of sections 4(5) and 4(6) of the Sexual Offences (Evidence and
Procedure) Act and the giving of directions in sexual assault trials.
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Consultation Paper: Response to the High
Gourt decision in Grofts
The Nofthern Territory Department of the Attorney-General and Justice (AGD) is
seeking comment on a proposed reform to the law, implementing a recommendation

set out in the:
o

Repoñ of the Review of Vulnerable Witness Legistation (Deparlment of

Justice June 2011); and
o

Family violence

- A National Legal Response (Australian Law Reform

Commission Report 114, November 201O).

Proposed Reform
Nofthern Territory legislation should provide that in the trial before a judge and jury of
a charge for a sexual offence:

(a)

(b)

(c)

the effect of any delay in making a complaint, or the absence of a complaint, on
the credibility of the victim of a sexual offence, should be a matter for argument
by counsel and for determinatíon by the jury;
subject to (c), except for identifying the issue for the jury and the competing
contentions of counsel, the judge must not give a direction regarding the eflect
of defay in complaint, or absence of complaint, on the credibility of the
complainant, unless satisfied it is necessary to do so in order to ensure a fair
trial; and
if evidence is given, a question is asked, or a comment is made that tends to
suggest that the victim either delayed making, or failed to make, a complaint in
respect of the offence, the judge must tell the jury that there may be good
reasons why a victim of a sexual offence may delay making or fail to make a
com aint.

lf you wish to make a submission to the Department of the Attorney-General and
Justice about this matter, please read this paper and send your comments by
31 March 2013 to:
Director of Legal Policy
Department of the Attorney-General and Justice
GPO Box 1722,
DARWIN NT O8O1
Facsimile: (08) 8935

7662

Email: Policlr.AGD@nt.qov.au

Consultation Paper High court decision in Crofts (dírections regarding delays in making complaints by víctims
of sexual offences

Notes
This Consultation Paper contains material previously published in either the

'
.

Report of the Review of Vulnerable Witness Legislation (Department of Justice
2011) and
Famíly Violence - A Nationar Legar Response (ALRO Report 114,2010).

This Paper adopts the footnote numbering of the ALRC Report for the ease of
cross
referencing and further research.
Please note the Evidence (Nationat lJniform Legislation) Act 2011 commenced
on

1 January 2013.
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lntroduction

1'

ln the trial of charges of sexual assault, the judge may give warnings or advice to the

jury which atternpt to counter myths about sexual ãssault, an¡ to ensure that
complainants, as well as people charged with sexual offences, are treated fairly.

2'

The

3.

The issue this.Consultation paper raíses is whether to enact a law that changes ¡re
law as set out in the Hígh Court decision in Cro¡1s v The eueen (1996) 1g6 CL-R 427.

Cro¡?s warning requires the trial judge to warn the jury that delay in complaint
can be used to Ímpugn the credibility of the complainant.

Background

4.

5'

ln Kilby v The Queen (1973)'129 CLR 460 the High Court endorsed a court direction
to juries that delay or absence of complaint could be used as a factor in determining
a complainant's credíbility. Legislation was subsequently passed in most Australiañ
jurisdictions to requíre the judge to warn the jury that a oétay
in making a complaint of
sexual assault does not necessarÍly mean that the allegatioñ is fafse.
Section 4(5) of the Sexua/ Offences (Evidence and Procedure) Acr (NT) provides
that
where there is delay by the complainant in a making a comptaint about a sexual
offence the judge must:

'

warn the jury that delay does not necessarily indicate that the allegation is false;
and

'

inform the jury that there may be good reasons wlry a victim of a sexual offence
may hesitate in complaining about it.

6.

Section 4(6) states nothing in subsection (5) prevents
comment in the interests of justice.

7.

Although such provisions were designed to remove stereotypes as to the unreliability
of evidence given by sexual assault complainants, their protective eflects have
arguably been negated by the High Court decísion in Crofts v The Queen (1996) 1g6
cLR 427.

a Judge from making any

The Crofts warning

8'

ln Kilby v The Queen@, the High Court observed that evidence of recent complaint
is not evidence of the facts alleged, but goes to the credibility of the complainant as it
demonstrates consistency of conduct, However, the court also held as a corollary
that where there has been a failure to make a complaint at the earliest availablé
opportunity, thÌs fact may be used to impugn the credibility of the complainant.Ø
Kilby v The Queen therefore endorsed a court direction to juries that delay or
absence of complaint can be used as a factor in determining a complainant's
credibility-known as the Kílby directîon.

9.

Legíslation was subsequently enacted to require the judge to warn the jury that a
delay ín making q^,gomplaint of sexual assault does not necessarily mean that the
allegatíon is false.@

2
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ln Crofrs v The Queen@, the complainant

10

reported that she had been sexually
assaulted by a family friend over a period of six years, and made a complaint s¡x
months after the last assault. The trial judge directed the jury, as required by the
Victorian equivalent of section a(5) of the Sexua/ Offences (Evidence and Procedure)
Acf (NT), that delay in complaint did not necessarily indicate that the allegation of
sexual assault was false and that there were good reasons why a complainant might
delay making a complaint.

11

Ïhe High Courl held that the Act does not preclude the court from gívin g a Kilby
direction or from commenting that delay in complaint of sexual assault may afiect thâ
credÍbility of the complainant. lt considered that the purpose of thé Victorian
equivafent of section a(5) of the Sex¿.ral Offences (Evidence and Procedure)Acf (NT),
is to 'restore the balance' and rid the law of stereotypical notions as to the
unreliability of sexual assault complainants, but not to immunise complainants from
critical comment where necessary in order to secure a fair trial for the accused.

12.

The Court held that a Kilby direction must be given where the delay is 'substantial'.
Two qualificatíons were placed on this requirement: first, the direction need not be
given where the facts of the case and the conduct of the trial do not suggest the need
for a direction to restore the balance of fairness (for example, wneÌð there is an
explanation for the delay); and secondly, the warning must noi be expressed in terms
that suggest a stereotyped view that sexual assault õomplainants are unreliable.@

13.

As a result, subject to the two qualifications, where a trial judge gives the jury the
statutory direction that delay in complaint does not necessaiity indícate thai tne
allegation is false and that there ma_y be good reasons why a victim of sexual assault
hesitates in complaining about it,lllll the judge should also consider giving the
direction that 'defay in complaint may be taken into account in evalùating ttre
evidence of the complainant and in determÍning whether or not to believe the

compf ainant'.1'1021

14

The Cro¡ts warning has attracted a great deal of comment and criticism. Major
criticisms of the Crofts warning include that:@

(a)

lt has produced unceftainty about when a judge is to direct the jury that it is
entitled to take into account delay in assessing the complaínant's credibility.@
As a resuft, to limit the risk of a successful appeal on the basis of a potential
miscarriage of justice, trial judges 'as a general rule' direct in this way
irrespective of whether the complainant is the sole witness and even where
reasons have been advanced for the delay in complaint.@

(b)

lt requires trial judges to give competing and apparently contradictory statutory
and common law warnings. That is, 'to balance the explanation that evidence of
a failure to complain of an assault, at the earfiest reasonable opportunity, does
not necessarily mean that the complaint was untrue ... with a direction that the
jury can take that
9ç1gV into account as reducing the complainant's credibility, is
also problematíc'.@ The unnecessary complexity may confuse jurors and
render the warnings meaningless.@

(c)

The near mandatory nature of the requirement to direct the jury that it is entitled
to take delay into account in assesslng the complainant's credibility risks
'underminÍng the purpose of the legislative provisions which was to avoid
misconceptions about the þehavÍour of victims of sexual abuse'.@
.f
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(d) The premise on which the Crofts warning is given reflects discredited

assumptions as to the nature of sexual assault and the behaviour of sexual
assault complainants, lt may be misleading and unfairly disadvantageous to a
complainant to give a Crofts warning 'if there is no evidentiary basis for
suggesting a nexus between delay and fabrication of the compfaint'.r1101

Options for reform

15- A number of law reform bodies have considered the Crofts warning, the existing
statutory responses to the warning and the appropriateness of those statutory
lesponses. The recommendations and proposals are discussed below.

Victorian Law Reform Commission (2004)

16.

The VLRC's 2004 repofi, Sexual Offences,H recommended an amendment to s 61
of the Crimes Act 1958 (Vic) which was subsequently enacted as section 61(lXbxii),
referred to in this Report as the 's 61 Victorian amendment'. This provides that'ihê
judge must not warn, or suggest in any way to, the jury that the credibility of the
complainant is affected by the delay unless, on the application of the accuied, the
judge is satisfied that there is su¡Trt Ìent evidence tending to suggest that the
credibility of the complainant is so affected to justify the giving of such ãlarning.@

Australian, New South Wales Law and Victorian Law Reforrn Commissions, Uniform
Evidence Law

17.

ln the 2005 ALRC Report 102 on Uniform Evidence Law, the ALRC, NSWLRC and
VLRC concluded that the problems created by the Crofts warning should be dealt
with in offence-specific legislation and by judicial and practitioner education on the
'nature of sexual assault, including the context in which sexual offences typicallv
occur, and the emotional, psychological and social impact of sexual assault'.É

NSW Criminal Justice and Sexual Offences Taskforce

in 2005, the NSW Criminal Justice and Sexuaf Offences Taskforce
recommended an amendment in similar terms to the s 61 Victorian amendment.@
That recommendation was subsequently enacted in the Cilñnal Procedure Act 1g86
(NSW). Section 294(2) requires the judge to warn the jury that absence of complaint
or delay in complaining does not necessarify indicate that the allegation that the
offence was committed is fafse.

18. Also

Ghapman inquiry into sexual assault laws and South Australian legislation

19'

Followíng the 2006 Chapman inquiry into sexual assault laws in South Australía,@
s 34M of the Evídence Act 1929 (SA) was enacted. Section 34M(1)abofishes the
Cro¡Ts warning.

20. Section 34M(2) states that:

(a)
21.

no suggestion or statement may be made to the jury that a failure to make, or a
delay in making, a complaint of a sexual offence is of itself of probative value in
relation to the alleged victim's credibitity or consistency of conduct.

This means that in SA evidence relatÍng to hgw and why the complainant made his or
her complaint, and to whom, is admissible.@ lf such evidence is admitted, the judge
4
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must direct the jury that Ít ís admitted to inform the jury as to how the allegation first
came to light; as evidence of the consistency of conduct of the alleged victim; and it
is not admitted as evidence of the truth of what was alleged. The judge must direct
that there may be varied reasons why the alleged victim of a sexual offence made a
complaint of the offence at a partícular time or to a pañicular person but that,
othenvise, it is a matter for the jury to determine-l[e significance (if any) of the
evidence in the circumstances of the p rrlicular case.@

ïasmania Law Reform lnstitute

22. ln 2006, the Tasmania Law Reform lnstitute

(TLRI) criticised the s 01 Victorian
amendment on the basis that it could be interpreted as simply enacting Croñs.rr18ì
The víew of the TLRI was that the CrimÌnal Code (Tas) should be amended so as to
prohibit entirely trial judges giving the Crofrs warning.re That recommendation has
not been implemented.

NSW Law Reform Commíssion

23- ln its 2008 consultation paper on jury directions, the NSWLRC asked whether

s

294(2) of the Criminal Procedure Act 1986 (NSW) is sufficient to address 'the issue
of what (if any) warning jUflg.t should give the jury on the impact of delay on the
complainant's credibility'.r2Q The NSWLRC consioered the competing arguments in
respect o'f s 294(2). On the one hand, it is considered that to prevent a judge from
warning a jury that 'delay in complaining is relevant to the victim's credibility unless
there is sufficient evidence to ju.stify such a warning'@ is 'simply a reiteration of the
High Court's ruling in Crofts'.t'zzt On the other hand, reinfoicing the'suffícient
evidence' requirement may serye to prevent judges from indiscríminately giving the
Crofts direction for the main purpose of 'appeal-proofing' the case, pãrticulaiy ln
cases where there was in fact no delay, or where there are indisputably good
reasons for a delay.@

Víctorian Law Reform Commission (2009)

24-

ln its 2009 report on jury directions, the VLRC noted that s 61 of the Crimes Act 1g5g
(Vic) 'acknowledges that there may be cases where the credíbility of the complainant
is affected by delay in making a complaint'. ln order to avoid that acknowledgment
being used to justify a mandatory warning 'the legislation describeõ the
círcumstances in which a warning may be given and its content'.@

25.

The main issue the VLRC identified was in relation to the 'extent to which the judge
should be Ínvolved in giving the jury directions about the credibility of tñe
complainant'.@ The VLRC quest¡oned whether a threshold assessment about
'sufficient evidence' by the judge on the question of credibilÍty 'can be justified when it
is the task of the jury to assess the credibility of witnesses and decide whether they
accept or reject their evidenÇe',@ The VLRi's final view was that:

the trial judge should not be obliged to give the jury directions about delayed
complaínt but should have a discretionary power to give appropriate directions to
correct statements by counsel that conflict with the evidence or are based upon
stereotypical assumptions about reporting of sexual offences.@

26.

The VLRC recommended that legislatÍon should províde that the issue of the effect of
any delay in complaint, or absence of complaint, on the credibility of the complaÍnant
5
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shoufd be a matter for argument by counsel and for determination by the jury and
that:

(i)

Subject to subsection (ii), save for identifying the issue for the jury and the competing
contentions of counsel, the trialjudge must not give a direction regard¡ng the effect of
delay in complaint, or absence of complaínt, on the credibility of the complainant,
unless satisfied it is necessary to do so Ín order to ensure a fair triat.

(ii)

[f evidence is given, or a question is asked, or a comment is made that tends to
suggest that the person against whom the offence is alleged to have been committed
either delayed making or failed to make a complaint in respect of the offence, the
judge must tell the jury that there may be good reasons why a victim of a sexual
offence of that kind may delay making or fail to make a complaint in respect of the
offence.@

National Child Sexual Assauft Reform Committee
27

'

The National Child Sexual Assault Reform Committee criticised the s 61 Víctorian
amendment because it did 'not abolish the Cro¡ls warning, nor specify what amounts
to "sufficient evidenc""'.1f29 The Committee recommended that new provisíons be
introduced in each. jurisdictÍon, except Queensland and South Austraiia, to abolish
the Crofrs warning.@

Queensland Law Reform Commission

28.

ln Queensland, s 4A of the Criminal Law_(_sexual Offences) Act /gZS (Old) provides
that the Crofts warning cannot be given,ffi although the juáge may make such other
comments on the complainant's evidence as may be appropriate in the interests of
justice, including on any remarks made by a pafiy that might be based on erroneous
or poorly based stereotypical assumptiors about compfainants.@ The main criticism
of this response is that 'it does not allow the judge to make any comment that might
be warranted in the lÍght of comments by the parties, especially defence counsel'.@
Ïhis means, for example, where defence counsel have raised the issue of delay, the
judge may be prevented from commenting that there may be good reasons for delay

in

complaint. Section 4A may produce less fair outcomes

for complainants-

particularly where little evidence is adduced by the prosecution about the reason for
the complainant's delay in complaint-than the current s 61 of the Crimes Act 1g5B
(Vic) approach to warnings.@

29.

To address this concern, the QLRC's discussion paper proposed an amendment to s
4A to give judges the power to 'give appropriate directions to correct statements by
counsel that conflict with the evidence or are based upon stereotypical assumptions
about reporting of sexual offences'.@ ln its final report, the Commission considered
that any amendment 'should not permit the re-introduction into Queensland of
directions and warnings based on outdated and discredited assumptions' and
considered that no further amendment to the Criminal Law (Sexual Offences) Act
79ZS (Old) was warranted,@
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ALRC/NSWLRC joínt Consuttation paper (2010)

30. ln the joint Consultation

Paper - Family Violence- lmproving Legal Frameworks
(ALRC CPS 1) the Commissions asked whether warnings aOout thã effect of
delav
on the credibility of complainants are n )cessary in sexualãssault proceedings. [13t] '

31.

The Commissions also proposed two options for reform.@ the first was for federal,
state and territory legislatio.n modelled on the VLRC's recommendation in its 2009
report on jury directions, @ discussed above.

32' The

second and alternative option was for federal,..q!gte and territory fegislation
modelled on elernents of the Queensland provision@ includinq the amendment
proposed by the elRc,tl4ll and the Victorian provision.@

33' This proposal

would provide that, in sexual assault proceedings, the judge: must
Ínform the jury that there may be good reasons why a victim of Jsexual assãult
may
delay or hesitate in complaíning about the assault; must not warn or suggest in
any
omplainant's evidence to be more reliable or
th of time before the complainant made a
appropriate directíons to correct statements
vidence or ate based upon stereotypical
assumptions about reporling of sexual offences; and maintainä a discretión
to
comment on the reliabif ity of the complainant's evidence in the particular case.@

Su

34'

ssions ancl

nsultation s on the îoi n t Consultation Paper

Some stakeholders@ considered that warnings about the effect of delay on the
credibility of the complainants are unnecessary or inappropriate in sexual assault
proceedings, Íncluding because:

(b)

delay is the norm rather tlran the exception, and is even greater when the
oflender is a family member or inti nate paftner of the victim:@

(c)

there are different schools of thought about how defay aflects
testimony;@ and

(d)

a victim,s

delay may occur fol. q. range of reasons, including the adjournment of the
criminal proceedings.tl4Tl

35'

Other stakeholders considered that warnings about the effect of delay on credibility
of
complainants are necessary in some cases, for example to ensure lne
1ury is aware
that delay is common in repofting sexual ofiences and ifre reasons w¡y t'fris is ró.ú-

36. Some

stakeholders supported the Consultatíon Paper proposal modelled on a
recommendation of the VLRC.tl4er Where stakeholders took this view they generally
considered that the alternative proposal, modelled on Queensfand and Victoriañ
Iegislation, may confuse juries if the warning is gîven wíthout an evidentiary basis,@
or expressed the view that the jury should continue to be directed in the terms of
Crofts.Í1511

37.

Another group of stakeholders supported the alternative proposal.M professor Julie
Stubbs of tlre Women's Legal Service Queensland preferred this option because, in
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rdin

in mak

complaints

victims of sexual

her view, it is more likety to result in consistent handling of the issue by judicial
officers.@

38' The Public Defenders

Office NSW opposed both alternatives on the basis that
significant restrictions have been recenify introduced in NSW by vÍrtue
of s 2g4(2)(c)
of the Criminat Procedure Act 1986 and there is 'no justÍfication for further
erosion of
the rights of the accused in this area,.r1s4t

39'

Annie Cossins, ín Alternative Models for Prosecuting Child Sex Offences
in Australia
(2010), a paper prepared for the Nationaf Child Sexual
Assault Reform Committee,
also opposed both alternatives. ln response to the first option, modelled
on a
recommendation of the VLRC, Cossins commented that leavÍng'
it to counsef to
comment on the issue of delay removes the authoritative voice
of the trial judgå
informing juries that there are gôod reasons why a victim
may delay. Further, ,it is a
clumsy way of getting rid of tñe crofs warning' because it is likely
that either the
evidence, or counsel' will suggest to the jury thal the complaínant
delayed or failed to
make a complaínt and, in those circumstances, the judge must
tell the jury that there
may be good reasons for the delay. ln response to thõ second option,
the proposal
modelled on Queensland and Viõtorian lègislation, cossins commented
that that
proposal retains the ability of the trialjudge tõ give a
crofts warning.

40' Cossins submitted instead that

tegislation should clearly abrogate

the
crofts warning;@ permit a warning by tñe judge to the jury that delay
in makinq a
complaint of sexual assault does not necessãrily mean tnåt
ine allegaiián'ir
and require trial judges to instruct the jury áOout the specífic reasons irr.ä;H
why the
complainant delayed-his or her cornplrini, where those reasons
are admitted ínto
evidence in the trial.@

Conclusion and proposed Reform

41'

SÌnce 2004 many diflerent law reform bodies have considered the
Crofrs warning and
the .most appropriate statutory response to the warning. No clear
consensus about
the best option for reform has emerged from these delibãrations.

to the ALRC/NSWLRC joint Consultation
te and difficult to reconcile. lt is clear,

It complainants should not be determined
ose based on the timÍng of complaints.@

43'

ln dealing with this issue, the AGD adopts the views expressed in ALRC Repo1
102:

[18'170] While there may be cases in which delay in complaint accompanies

fabrication, there is nothing inherent in deláy that makes it likely that the
complainant is being untruthful. On the ðontrary, delay in reporting
sexual assault is well within the spectrum of expected responses to
sexual assault. Rather than
statutory direction explaining
that there are reasons why
lt complainant might delay iñ
repofting an assault, the
undeimines the purport of
those legislative provÍsions nd unfaírly disadvantages the prosecution.

[18.171]

Further, ín an oath against oath trial, as sexual assault cases atmost
invariably are, the credibirity and reliabitity of the complainant,s
evidence is fikely to be one of the central issues. Given that tnis ís the
case, it is questionable whether there is any need for the judge to give

I
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of proof
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